
COMPLEX. SUPERIOR. PRECISION.
Medical Device components built by skilled craftsman, used by world-class surgeons

The face of the Modern Medical Device industry is ever-changing, and evolving at an 
incredible pace. Advancements in robotic surgery techniques coupled with technological 
leaps in vision systems and space-aged materials have opened new realms of possibility, and 
made it even more important for Medical Device OEM’s to constantly evolve in order to stay 
cutting edge. MSK Precision partners with World-class OEM’s to make their designs a reality, 
and helps them retain a competitive edge by getting product quickly to market and then 
supporting production needs as their new advancements are adopted world-wide.

QUALITY

Quality is at the heart of everything we do. MSK has developed a stellar reputation in 
the industry by producing tangible results for some of the most demanding Med Device 
companies in the world. Satisfying our Customers is not enough – our minimum standard  
is to far exceed expectations.

 • Certified to ISO 13485:2003 and ISO 9001:2008

 • FDA registered as a contract manufacturing facility

 •  Validate special processes to ensure repeatability, minimize inspection time and 
reduce cost

 •  Investing in employees through various training programs designed to integrate  
quality and craftsmanship into everything we do

 • Embrace Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma principles throughout the organization

 • ‘Self Release’ certified by some of the biggest names in the industry

CUSTOM-TAILORED MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

Think of us as your personal manufacturing facility. We provide the Engineering horse-power 
to support fully from design, through prototyping and into production. We customize our 
manufacturing to support your needs- through concept, 510(k), initial product launch and into 
full production. If you need a conservative number of sets for validation, we are there. If you 
are preparing for a large product launch, or are already in production, our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facility can fulfill all of your requirements. We make it our goal to help our 
customers become even more successful by enabling them to get product to market quickly 
and efficiently.

 • Fully support kan-bans, stocking arrangements, etc.

 • Support Vendor – Managed inventory programs, consignment, etc.

 • Integrate with your web portal for orders, shipping, stocking, etc.

 • Package for final distribution

 • Small batch or full-volume production

When Precision Counts – 
Count On MSK



CAPABILITIES

Our goal is to offer complete solutions – to be a “One Stop Shop”, if you will. We are 
constantly investing in both capital and personnel to increase our offerings so that  
we can serve you better.

Our capabilities include:

 • CNC Swiss-style machining • CNC mill/turning

 • CNC 5-axis milling • CNC wire EDM

 • CNC precision flute-grinding • CNC laser marking

 • CNC laser welding • Citric passivation per ASTM A967

 • ElectroPolish • Cleanroom assembly

 • Process validations • Custom packaging

 • CNC bending • Design for manufacturability support

 • To be determined by your requirements

MEDICAL DEVICE EXPERIENCE

MSK has been serving the Medical Device community for more than two decades. We 
are trusted partners with some of the top names in the industry, earning their respect 
by providing stellar metrics through operational excellence, competitive pricing, 
flexible manufacturing systems and excellent Customer Service from start to finish.

A partial list of product-types we produce:

 • Titanium implants

 • Biodur implants

 •  Surgical Power Tool 
Components

 •  External fixation systems  
for trauma procedures

 •  Surgical cutting tools  
(burs, drill, reamers, etc.)

 • Surgical robotic components

 • Vision system components

 • Coblation wand sub-components
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